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Abstract
The CMU Lexical Access system hypothesizes words
from a phonetic lattice, supplementedby a coarse
labelling of the speech signal. Word hypotheses are
anchored on syllabic nuclei and aregenerated independently fordifTerent parts of the utterance. Junctures
between words are resolved separately, on demand from
the Parsermodule. The lexical representation is
generated by rule from basefoms, in a completely
automatic process. A description of the various components of the systemis provided, a s well a s performance data.

The Phonetic Lattice Integratorcombines and transforms
the independently generated information contained in the
stop, closure, vowel, and fricative lattices producedby the
Acoustic-Phonetic labelling component. The actions performed by the Phonetic Lattice Integrator include the adjustment of boundaries, theresegmentation of overlapping segments, and thecombination of label probabilities from different lattices.
The role of the Verifier is to process word-junctureverification requests generated at the Parser level. The Verifier

Figure 1: Word Hypothesizer system diagram

This paper describes the lexical access system under
development at Carnegie-Mellon University. The design of the
hypothesizer is based on the following principles:
Words can be generated bottom-up with a very high
degree Of accuracy. Given a sufficiently accurate
transcription of the speech signal, it is possible t o use a
completely bottom-up paradigm to drive word recognition, without assistance from higher-level constraints,
such asthose that might be provided by a narrowly
defmed task, or restrictive grammar.
e

Multiple knowledge sources are necessapyfor
generating high-quality word hypotheses. The information contained in a phonetic transcription is of itself
inssicient to guaranteehigh accuracy, additional constraints on interpretation, eitherderived from alternate
analyses of the signal, or from stored howledge about
speech characteristics are
necessary for accurate
hypothesizing.

The word hypothesizer produces lexical hypotheses using
the phonetic label lattices producedby the Acoustic-Phonetic
component of the system 111. Figure 1 presents a schematic
diagram of the hypothesizer module. The principal functional
components of the word hypothesizer are thefollowing:
Matching Engine:The matcher generates a lattice of
word hypotheses. A modified beam-search algorithm is
used to matcha phonetic transcription against alexicon
stored in the form of a phonetic network.

Anchor Generator:The matcher does not attempt to
match words at all possible positions in an utterance, a s
might, for example, a two-level DP algorithm. Rather, the
anchor generator uses a coarse segmentationof the
speech wave t o locate syllable nuclei and todefine likely
word regions (“anchors”).
Coarse Labeller:It is capable of producing a robust segmentation of the speech signal intosilence, noise and
vocalic regions. Coarse labels are used bothto locate
syllable nuclei and asa secondary sourceof information
by the matcher.
In addition to theabove components, the lexical access system also includes aPhonetic Lattice Integratorand a
Juncture Verifier.
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analyses junctures between words and indicates tothe Parser
whether thewords in question can form a phonetically acceptable sequence.

P Matching Engine
Words are hypothesized by matching an inputsequence of
labels against a stored representation of possible pronunciations, the lexicon. The matching algorithm makes use of both
a phonetic lattice and a coarse lattice. The network search
algorithm used in the currentsystem is based on the beam
search algorithm, but hasbeen substantially modified to deal
with the particular demandsof the current task.
Beam-search is a modified best-flrst search strategy that
extends pathswith scores within some window of the global
best score. The width of this window (the “beam”) controls
the severity of pruning applied to the search.The principal
difference between a conventional beam-search (as implesystem [31)and the currentalgomented, e.g., in the HARPY
rithm is the ability to simultaneously search pathsof different
lengths. Although search tree is expanded segment by seg-
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ment (Le., is time-locked), paths may beginat a number of
separate locations in the anchorregion (see below). Because
of the
of the resulting differencesin path lengths, the bounds
beam cannot be calculatedin a simple fashion. The solution
used is to normalize all path scores by their duration.
The size of the search treeis controlled in two ways, by
modifying the width of the beam and by altering the score of a
given path through the use
of penalties.
Beam width is calculated dynamicallyat each ply and is
based on a pre-set widthmodified by a value based on the
size of the expansion stackgenerated at the preceding ply.
The effect is to relax pruning when there are
few nodes on the
it when the stackbegins to grow excesstack and to tighten
sively large. One practical consequenceof this is to allow
paths thatinitially have poor scoresto survive long enough to
accrete positive evidence. Another consequenceis to pennit
more severe pruning laterin the searchwhen the numberof
path is typically the greatest. Dynamic beam adjustment
speeds thealgorithm up by 39%. and reduces the depth
of the
output lattice by 18%, while maintaining match accuracy.
In additiont o pruning based on beam width,the system
uses several other strategiesto control the size of the search
tree. Since search progresses uniformly through successive
segments, paths that pass through the same
node in the network at the samesegment ("collisions") are compared, and
only the best pathis kept (workwith HARPYhas shown that
although thisis a sub-optimal strategy, it nevertheless, in
practice, produces near-optimal network traversals,at substantial savings in search
effort).

Two additional pruning factorscome into play through
their ability to modify the cost of a path and therebyplace it
outside the search beam.
The first of these is a duration range associated
with each
phonetic label in the lexicon. Paths that remainin a particular state(phone) for eithershorter orlonger than the
characteristic range for that phone incur a penalty. For example, the duration rangefor a /b/ is 13 301, based on the
observation that /b/ burststypically do not exceed 2Oms. the
obserconstraint for an / s / is I50 2501, again based on the
vation that / s / phones are typicallyat least 40- in duration.
Similarly, the duration constraintprovides adifferent range
for an /ax/ asopposed to a diphthong, such as/aJ'/. Eating
a state eithertoo earlyor too late incurs apenalty, this
penalty is added to the pathscore.
A second typeof penalty is assessed when the coarse class
of a phone mismatchesthat provided by the coarse labeller.
The assumption hereis that if the two types of label do not
match, an error is likely. Again, the penalty added t o the path
score makes it a candidate for pruning.If the match is already poor, this penalty hastens its pruning. In fact, this
penalty is most useful for rapidly terminating paths that
wander across category boundaries,
for example, remainingin
a vocalic state when the segmentshave become non-vocalic.
In the currentimplementation, enforcingcross-lattice consistency reduces thesize of the search by a factor
of about 3. If
consistency were absolutely enforced (Le., inconsistency
results inimmediate pruning) searchwould be reduced by a
factor of 6-7 though with a loss in accuracy.

The calculationof the path scoreis performed according to
the following formula:

n

n

n

The formulaconsists of three terms: the phonetic score,the
n is
duration penalties, and the lattice mismatch penalties:
the length of the path. The phonetic scoreconsists of the following: d j is a segment duration,pi is a label probabfflty,and
k is a scaling factor(a computational convenience)
The duration penalty consists of ai, the amountof discrepancy, and PD. a system parameter controlling the degree
of penalty. The lattice penalty consistsof a system
parameter, PL. scaled by the duration of the segment, di. Normalization is necessary, as paths of different length need to be
comparable. The final term in the equation represents a state
shortfall. Each hypothesisin the lexicon is required to match
a minimum numberof core phonetic states. Matching less
than this numberimplies that word has been severely
reduced, a condition whichis penalized in the currentsystem.

2 The Lexicon
The lexiconis stored in the form of a phonetic network.
The processof creating a net is a s follows: For the chosen
vocabulary, a set of base-form pronunciationsis obtained.
The sources of pronunciations that have been made use
of include the following: lookup in an on-line phonetic dictionary,
such as the Shoupdictionary, the generation of pronunciaMlTalk system), or
tions using a letter-to-sound compiler (the
direct construction. Each approach has its advantages and
disadvantages. We have found that automatic generationa s a
first pass, followed by hand correction, generally producesthe
most acceptable result and doesso in a reasonable amount of
time. Baseforms are further expanded into pronunciation
networks in order to take into accountdifferent possible
realizations of a word, such as those due torapid-speech
phenomena and coarticulatory effects. Possible variationsin
pronunciation are expressedin the form of phonological rules
that areapplied automatically ( i n an off-line procedure) to the
baseform pronunciation. Figure 2 shows a typicalrule.
governing /iy/ desyllabification. The rule-applier scans the
pronunciation string for the pattern
specified in the FIF portion of the rule, binding the elements of the patterna s
i" 0 or more elements,
specified. Terms headed bya "match
which are bound to the following variable (e.g., Leftcontext).
Terms headed by">" must match asingle element, typically
meeting the constraintsspecified in the remainderof the
clause: constraints areexpressed in terms of phonetic features, such as CONS (consonant) orVELAR (a place of
articulation). The THEN part of the rule has two clauses. the
first specifies the portion of the pronunciation string to be
emitted, the second clause the portion to be rescanned with
the pattern. Depending on what is put into each clause, a
rule may be made to apply once, multiple times,
iteratively
or
to a pronunciation. The current CMU lexicon is constructed
using a baseof Over 150 rules. covering several typesof
phenomena, including coarticulatory phenomena and frontend characteristics. A small numberof additional rules perform necessary bookeeping functions.
Expansion is performed by adding nodes
and arcs to the
base pronunciation through the
application of phonological
rules. The individual nets produced in this fashion are then
merged together into a single network, the representation
used by the matcher. The merge collapses commoninitial
states toeliminate redundant matches and produces
a network that fans out
from few inltial states intoa larger number
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Figure 2

A phonological rule

(IY-syl-loss-a
(FIF ( (+ L e f t c o n t e x t )
(> T m l (has CONS) )
( > Tar(has
VOWEL H I G H FRONT) ( l a c k s L A X ) )
( > Tpl(has
VOWEL))
(+ R i g h t c o n t e x t )
)

THEN
(

(Leftcontext
T m l ( a l t 'Y ' I Y ) Tpl)
(Rightcontext))

)

1

The above rule applied to the word

_--->

COLUMBIA:

K A X L U H M B I Y A X

K AX L UH M B (Y

,

slight increase in algorithm complexity, by using anchors with
multiple end regions. I n this case, paths for words of inherently different durations canterminate at compatible
points in the anchor and are not
forced into inappropriate
regions. A multiple-anchor strategy reduces computation by
a factorof 3, while reducing the numberof hypotheses
generated by 60% (inappropriate mappingsof words into syllables are eliminated). A third strategy is possible. though at
this time has not been implemented. This is the useof
continuous anchors.where each inter-vocalic region serves
both a s a nentry point and andend-region for the search (d).
The advantage of a continuous anchorstrategy is that it allows the simultaneouscomparison of paths that span
different portions of the signal. The quality of input. however,
determines the successof this strategy.

I Y ) AX

of states, thepenultimate states corresponding to individual
lexical entries.

4 Coarse LabeUesThe coarse labelling algorithm is based on the ZAPDASH algorithm 121, modified to generate additional labels and to
provide a more accurate segmentation of the signal. The
coarse labeller codes the speech signal using four parameters

Figure 3: Anchor region selection

3 Anchor Generation
The structure of speech constrains thepossible locations of
words in an utterance, that is, a word may not begin or end at
some arbitrarypoint; permissible end-points are governed by
the acoustic properties of the signal. To eliminate unnecesuses syllable anchors toselect locasary matches, the system
tions in an utterance where words are to behypothesized.
The anchor selection algorithm is straightforward and is
based on thefollowing reasoning. Words are composed of
syllables, syllable all contain a vocalic center (de-voiced syllables can betreated a s a special-case). Word divisions cannot
occur inside avocalic center, thusall syllable and word
breaks will occur in the regions between vocalic centers. The
coarse labeller provides information about vocalic, nonvocalic, and silence regions. as well as information about
energy dips within vocalic regions (typicallycorresponding to
liquids, glides, and nasals). This allows the utterance to be
segmented into two regions: vocalic centers andboundary
of two
regions. An anchor, as used by the matcher, consists
anchor regions, a beginning and an ending one, separated by
one or more vocalic centers, the numberof centers determbning the numberof syllables that words hypothesized for that
region should have. Figure 3 provides a schematic diagram of
the anchoring process.
The matching algorithm allows words to begin anywhere in
the beginning region (i.e.. the initial state of the network is
put on the stack
for each phonetic segmentin this region).
Paths may not transition into thenetwork's
the
final state until path extends into the
ending region. The algorithm is implemented in such a fashionthat, for a given word in the lexicon, only a single, "best" hypothesis will be generated, where
best means thelowest cost traversalthrough thelexical network.
Anchors have been usedin the system in two modes
singleanchor and multipleanchor. In thesingle-anchor mode,
anchors of different lengths are generated and the matcher
is
invoked separately for each one, as shown in (b). It should
be apparent that this
procedure, although simple, is inefficient. There two reasons for this: The entire network is
applied to each anchor, thus
time is wasted trying to force,
e.g., 5-syllable words into I-syllable anchors. Second, the
same region of speech is scanned repeatedly, with the results
of one scan being unavailable to subsequent scans. The
multiple-anchor strategy alleviates these problems, at only a

Notes: (a)A coarse segmentation of the speech signal. The
hatched blocks are vocalic centers. (b) Single anchors for the signal
in (a).a total of 20 anchors. Search can begin from any segment in
the onset region. must proceed through the middle, and can terminate in the coda region. (c) multiple anchors, search can begin
in the first region and end at any subsequent region. (d) continuous anchors, search can begin in any but the last
region and end
end at any but the first region.

extracted on a centisecond basis, thesebeing peak-to-peak
amplitude and zero-crossing counts for low-passed and highpassed portions of the signal (the crossover being at 1 kHz).
Segments are located by seeking frames characteristic of a
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particular energy type using a strict criterion
( a n “anchor’),
then expanding these into a region using a laxercriterion. In
addition tothe anchor-extend procedure, rules are used to
apply contextual information
to ambiguous regions and
to
perform boundary adjustment.
The algorithm currently distinguishesthe following acoustic events: silence, including “true” silenceand noisy silence:
sonorants. including vocalic centers as well as inter-vocalic
sonorant energy dips (sucha s nasals orliquids): a varietyof
aperiodic signals, correspondingto fricatives, aspirates, etc.
The algorithm is robust and speaker-independent, and
operates reliably over a large dynamic range. Currently,the
0.1%of sylquality of coarse-labelling is such that less than
labic nuclei are missed. A number of extra nuclei are
generated, though this does not create
difficulties for either
anchor generation orlattice cross-checking during matching.

5 Phonetic Lattice Integrator
The phonetic labels produced by
the front-end[ 11 are
grouped into fourseparate lattices: vowels, fricatives,
closures, and stops. Moreover, labels both within and between lattices mayoverlap in time. The role of the integrator
is to combine these separate streams and
produce a single
lattice consisting of non-overlapping segments, each segment
containing the information from oneor more segments in the
original lattices. The integrator maps
the label space used by
the front-end into the label space used inthe lexicon. For example, the label “stop” is expanded intothe appropriate set of
lexical labels [ [ptkbdgl). In addition,the integrator uses a
confusion matrixto partition theprobability assignedto a
front-end label into several labels
that it may be confused
with, thus an input i y label will be reflected in notonly the
lexical IY label, but also the IH label.
The use of a confusion matrixto map the inputsymbol
produces an improvement in accuracy, but at the costof additional search. For the 708 word Shipping Management
32% to 42W. while the
task, first choice accuracy goes from
average number of states examined perword rises 2.5-fold,
from 958 to 2381.We believe that theadvantage of this
transformation is due to the ability of the confusion matrixto
capture the broadbehaviour of classifler labels acrossdifferent contexts andthereby supplement the probabilities
generated fora given classification region (see I l l )

6 Verifier
Words are hypothesized in isolation, that is,without regard
to any sequential constraints between words. In this sense,
the systemis completely bottom-up, sinceno syntactic,
semantic, or task constraints are brought
t o bear on the
process of hypothesization. The resulting word lattice consequently contains many potential sequences
of words. The
parser (41 attempts to constructplausible sequences,but does
not have the Information necessaryto decide whether a particular sequence is phonetically acceptable. The Verifier examines juncturesbetween wordsand determines whether
these words can be connected togetherin a sequence. The
verifler deals with three classesof junctures: abutments,
where two words join together without
overlap or intervening
segments: gaps, where thetwo words are separated, and
overlaps wherethe words share one or more segments. In
general, overlapsthat involve inconsistent interpretationsof
the speech signal are disallowed,
and gaps that containsignificant speech events are also disallowed. Figure
4 shows
the distributionof juncture typesfor the Email task
(considering only correct word sequences), togetherwith
Verifier accuracy,

Figure 4

Juncture types and Verifier performance

Juncture
Incidence
type
Abuts
Gaps
Overlaps(5.9%)

(rejection)
51%
20%
29%

(oo/o)
( 1.7%)

7 Performance
System performance was evaluated by calculating
the rank
of the correct word for a known anchor position. This metric
is somewhat conservative, since words with
the samecore but
with Werent endpoints arecompared (for example. the embedded word END competes withthe word SENDunder the current scheme). Figure 5 gives performance for two types of input data, spectrogramreading and automaticlabelling (using
the September 1986CMU system). The task is the 324word
Electronic Mail task.

Figure 5: Word Matcher performance
Spectrogram
Automatic

1st choice
Top 3
Top 10

60%
83%
93%

32%
55%
76Yo

8 Conclusion
The CMU lexical access system operatesas a word-spotter,
generating all likely hypotheses, anchored onsyllable nuclei.
The designof the matching algorithm demonstratesthe appropriateness of a unified matching strategy,as opposed to a
strategy that usescoarse-filtering of word candidates followed
by fine-grain phonetic matching: Coarse-classconstraints are
do not enused as a component of the pruning strategy and
tail the useof hard decisions implicit in, e.g., a filter design.
a m-um of
flexibility to subThis approach provides
sequent levels of processing.
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